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Abstract
This paper presents a procedure in building a Thai part-of-speech (POS) tagged
corpus named ORCHID [1]. It is a collaboration project between Communications
Research Laboratory (CRL) of Japan and National Electronics and Computer
Technology Center (NECTEC) of Thailand. We proposed a new tagset based on the
previous research on Thai parts-of-speech for using in a multi-lingual machine
translation project. We marked the corpus in three levels:- paragraph, sentence and
word. The corpus keeps text information in text information line and numbering
line which are necessary in retrieving process. Since there are no explicit
word/sentence boundary, punctuation and inflection in Thai text, we have to
separate a paragraph into sentences before tagging the POS. We applied a
probabilistic trigram model for simultaneously word segmenting and POS tagging.
Rule for syllable construction is additionally used to reduce the number of
candidates for computing the probability. The problems in POS assignment are
formalized to reduce the ambiguity occurring in case of the similar POSs.

1. Introduction
Thanks to the present availability of Thai electronic texts from various sources, the collection of
the text data can be done in a considerable time. Studying a language with a data oriented
approach needs a huge amount of real text data. Idealistically, the collected text data have to be
free from any kinds of errors of such, word spelling errors, syntactic errors, semantic errors, etc.
depending on the purpose of the designed corpus. It inevitably includes such kinds of errors when
dealing with a huge amount of data. In building Thai text corpus, we therefore, need a postediting process by human after obtaining the output from each module. To tag Thai text with
parts-of-speech (POS), we have to separate a paragraph into sentences and then into words
before assigning POS to each word. Since there are no punctuation and inflection in general Thai
text at all, the tasks of sentence segmentation and word segmentation are not less crucial than
word tagging. This paper describes the design and procedure in building Thai POS tagged
corpus named ORCHID [1]. Our tagger considers word segmenting and POS tagging together
within a probabilistic model.
ORCHID is the code name of the project for building Thai POS tagged corpus initiated
by a group of researchers from Communications Research Laboratory (CRL) of Japan and
National Electronics and Computer Technology Center (NECTEC) of Thailand. The project
started in April 1996 with the purpose of preparing Thai language corpus for language study and
application research especially for developing applications for processing Thai language under
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the computational environment. In the first year of the project, we collected about two million
characters of plain texts (since it is discussible for defining lexical unit for a Thai text because of
the absence of the explicit use of word boundary, displaying the scale of text is suitably done in
number of characters rather than words or sentences. The simply counting number of words by
considering a space character as a word boundary can mislead the reader in the sense that a
string between two space characters is not always identical to a unit of word in case of a
compound for example.) The collected texts are technical papers appeared in the past six years
of the proceedings of the National Electronics and Computer Technology Center (NECTEC)
annual conferences. A text is separated into sentences manually guided by our own standard of
sentence structuring. Word boundaries are determined by a trigram probabilistic model trained
by a set of preliminary POS tagged data. Since the training set for the probabilistic model is very
limited, the accuracy of the output from the automated procedure is still problematic and it
requires some human correction.
In this paper, we propose a procedure in building Thai POS tagged corpus with the
design of data structure and the POS. We apply our POS developed from the set which had been
used in developing the multilingual machine translation system in the co-operation project with
Japan and other three Asian countries [4], as the tagset used in tagging words in the text. The
original 45 POSs are carefully revised to be able to cover all roles of the words used in the real
text. As a result, the new 47 POSs are defined as the tagset. Section 2 described the process in
designing the text corpus with the details of structure and procedure in building ORCHID.
Section 3 discusses the word class for using as the tagset in the corpus and Section 4 raises some
problematic tagging and clarifies the standard for making decision in giving a tag.

2. Design of the Text Corpus
The text is marked up with the original designed markers aiming at keeping all necessary
information as less as possible. The markers are not committed to any standard mark-up
language such as SGML because the standard of such mark-up language is very expensive and
we still need some investigation before applying to Thai text marking-up though there are a lot of
utility tools available at present.

2.1 Structure of the Text Corpus
The markers are classified into 2 classes of text information line, a line beginning with a “%”
character, and numbering line, a line beginning with a “#” character. Both classes are not
referred to as parts of the text therefore, the special characters are introduced to differentiate the
lines from the original lines of the text. Texts are processed in line based manner then it is
necessary to keep the information within a line for each line class.
The text information line, a line beginning with a “%” character, is used for giving the
information about the text as shown in Table 1. The text information is given in both Thai and
English languages if any of the original text is absent, it must be translated from the other for the
accessibility from both languages. Most of Thai texts show the published year in B.E. (Buddhist
Era), they are converted into the year of A.D. to avoid the confusion in referencing. The line
beginning with a “%” character followed by a string beside the registered tokens in Table 1 is
recognised as a comment line for user’s use as an additional information.
Table 1 Mark-up for Text Infromation Line
Mark-up
%TTitle:
%ETitle:
%TAuthor:
%EAuthor:

Description
Title of the document written in Thai.
Title of the document written in English.
Author’s name written in Thai.
Author’s name written in English.
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%TInbook:
%EInbook:
%TPublisher:
%EPublisher:
%Page:
%Year:
%File:

Title of the book where the document exists,
written in Thai.
Title of the book where the document exists,
written in English.
Publisher of the book, written in Thai.
Publisher of the book, written in English.
Page number or the range of pages of the
document.
Published year (A.D.).
File number of the document. A long document
may be separated into a number of files.

The numbering line, a line beginning with a “#” character, is used to sequence the line in
the text. There are 2 types in this line class as shown in Table 2. The number is used to index the
line number of the paragraph. The number is automatically generated when other marking-up is
completed and it is always kept consistent when the editing has been done.
Table 2 Mark-up for Numbering Line
Mark-up
#P[number]
#[number]

Description
Paragraph number of a text. The number in the
bracket is shown in a sequence within a text.
Sentence number of a paragraph. The number
in the bracket is shown in a sequence within a
paragraph.

Besides the line marking-up, there are another four special characters introduced as
shown in Table 3. Because there is no explicit word breaking character used in the real Thai text,
a paragraph is usually wrapped at either a space character or a suitable break (the breakable
position according to the syllable construction restriction) within a word or the end of a word. In
general, a newline character can be read as whether there is a space character or it is a suitable
break. Therefore, we introduce a marker, namely “\\” to break a paragraph into a number of lines
avoid the ambiguity when the break is exactly at the space character. The “//” is used to mark
the end of a sentence, the “/” followed by a POS is used to mark the appropriate POS tag to the
preceding word.
Table 3 Special Characters for Mark-up
Mark-up
\\
//
/[POS]

Description
Line break symbol.
Sentence break symbol.
Tag marker for the appropriate POS of a
word.

All special characters other than alphanumeric characters are replaced by the internal
defined strings enclosed by a pair of “<” and “>” bracket, as listed in Table 4.
Table 4 Defined Strings for Special Characters
Special characters
!
"
#

Defined strings
<space>
<exclamation>
<quotation>
<number>

Special characters
/
:
;
<

Defined strings
<slash>
<colon>
<semi_colon>
<less_than>
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$
%
&
'
(
)
*
+
,
.

<dollar>
<percent>
<ampersand>
<apostrophe>
<left_parenthesis>
<right_parenthesis>
<asterisk>
<plus>
<comma>
<minus>
<full_stop>

=
>
?
@
[
]
^
_
{
}
~

<equal>
<greater_than>
<question_mark>
<at_mark>
<left_square_bracket>
<right_square_bracket>
<circumflex_accent>
<low_line>
<left_curly_bracket>
<right_curly_bracket>
<tilde>

Figure 1 shows a sample of the marked text, POS tagged text.

:
Figure 1 A Sample of Thai POS Tagged Corpus

2.2 Procedure of Building the ORCHID
Though the electronic files of Thai texts are increasing presently because of the widely use of
computer in the text publishing, the language depending features of Thai text expose various
kinds of topics to be solved. Under the limited resources, ORCHID corpus is constructed
regarding to the procedure shown in Figure 2. Most of the texts are inputted by keyboarding
because the OCR for Thai language is still in the developing stage and depends mostly on the
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quality of the printed texts. The processes other than the POS tagging process are done manually
with some software supports.
Figure 2 Procedure in Constructing ORCHID
Keyboarding

Text
manual

Text Information and Paragraph Number
Marked-up Text
manual

Sentence Marked-up Text
trigram tagger

Word and POS Tagged Text
post-editing

Thai POS Tagged Corpus

2.2.1 Word Segmentation and POS Tagging
We redefine the problem of word segmentation as the problem of POS tagging. The most
probable sequence of POSs and the POS assigned to a word determines the result of the most
probable word segmentation and POS assignment. The probability is computed with a trigram
model [2][3][6] as shown in Equation 1, where, T is a sequence of POSs {t1, …, tn}and W is a
sequence of words {w1, …, wn}. We introduce Viterbi algorithm for computing for the most
probable sequence of POSs and then rank the resultant word sequences according to their
probabilities. To reduce the number of candidates for computing for the probabilities, we consult
Thai spelling rule set [8] (constraint on combination of characters) which prunes the impossible
segmenting of the input string.
n

P(W , T ) = ∏ P(t | t
i =1

i

i −1

,t

i −2

) ⋅ P(w |t )
i

i

......... (1)

3. Word Class
We firstly developed our word class or parts-of-speech to classify words according to their
syntactic roles and implemented in a dictionary used in a machine translation system [5]. The
parts-of-speech contains 13 categories which are subcategorized into 45 subcategories. They are
essentially used in both analysis and generation modules. We revised the original parts-of-speech
by observing a lot more text data. As a result, we redefined some parts-of-speech to clarify the
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ambiguous parts and set up a new set of 14 categories with 47 subcategories included (Table 5).
The significant changes are the subcategories for the classifier (CLAS) and prefix (FIXP). We
subcategorized the original CLAS into 5 subcategories and FIXP into 2 subcategories. Classifier
plays an important role in constructing phrases in Thai language, see [7] for detail discussion.
Therefore, we subcategorized the CLAS to help in disambiguating the structures of the phrases.
Another modification is done on the FIXP, which is our attempt to support the
construction of noun phrase and adverb phrase which are ambiguous because of the absence of
word inflection in changing the syntactic role.

∅

The sentence (2) is still valid and has the equivalent meaning to the sentence (1) though
the underlined FIXN is absent. From the above sentences, we may define “
” either a
word means “taking a rest” or two words of “ ” (a nominal prefix) and “
” (to rest). If we
define it as one word, it is unsuitable to accept the sentence (2) by assigning “
” as a verb
paralleling with the noun “
”.
We used the 47 subcategories as the tagset for POS tagging in ORCHID corpus. Table
5 below shows the tagset. See appendix A for all definition and some more detail about each tag.
Table 5 Thai Part-of-Speech as the Tagset for ORCHID
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

POS
NPRP
NCNM
NONM
NLBL
NCMN
NTTL
PPRS
PDMN
PNTR
PREL
VACT
VSTA
VATT
XVBM

15

XVAM

16

XVMM

17

XVBB

18

XVAE

Description
Proper noun
Cardinal number
Ordinal number
Label noun
Common noun
Title noun
Personal pronoun
Demonstrative pronoun
Interrogative pronoun
Relative pronoun
Active verb
Stative verb
Attributive verb
Pre-verb auxiliary, before negator
“ ”
Pre-verb auxiliary, after negator
“ ”
Pre-verb, before or after negator
“ ”
Pre-verb auxiliary, in imperative
mood
Post-verb auxiliary

Example
,
, , 1, 2, 3
,
,
, , ,
1, 2, 3, 4, , , a, b
,
,
,
,
, ,
, ,
,
,
,
,
,
,
, ,
, ,
,

,
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19

DDAN

20

DDAC

21

DDBQ

22

DDAQ

23

DIAC

24

DIBQ

25

DIAQ

26

DCNM

27

DONM

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

ADVN
ADVI
ADVP
ADVS
CNIT
CLTV
CMTR
CFQC
CVBL
JCRG
JCMP
JSBR
RPRE
INT
FIXN
FIXV
EAFF
EITT
NEG
PUNC

,
,
Definite determiner, after noun
without classifier in between
Definite determiner, allowing
, ,
classifier in between
Definite determiner, between noun
, ,
and classifier or preceding
quantitative expression
Definite determiner, following
,
quantitative expression
Indefinite determiner, following
, ,
noun; allowing classifier in between
Indefinite determiner, between noun
,
,
and classifier or preceding
quantitative expression
Indefinite determiner, following
,
quantitative expression
Determiner, cardinal number
expression
Determiner, ordinal number
,
,
expression
, , ,
Adverb with normal form
,
,
Adverb with iterative form
Adverb with prefixed form
,
Sentential adverb
Unit classifier
, ,
Collective classifier
, , ,
Measurement classifier
, ,
Frequency classifier
Verbal classifier
,
, ,
Coordinating conjunction
,
Comparative conjunction
, ,
Subordinating conjunction
Preposition
, , , ,
Interjection
Nominal prefix
,
Adverbial prefix
Ending for affirmative sentence
Ending for interrogative sentence
Negator
Punctuation
(, ), “, ,, ;

,

4. Problematic Tagging
Thai language has no inflection and most of the compound words are created from simply
combining two or more small units of word. We found that the difficulty in tagging occurs
because of the unchanging of lexical form though the word is used in a different position or role
in a sentence. We classify some problematic tagging as guidance for making decision as
followings.
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4.1 Verb and Preposition
There are a lot of prepositions having the same lexical form as verbs and sometimes hardly
making the distinction between them. Followings are the additional guides for making the
decision.
a) A preposition cannot be negated, but not a verb.
b) A preposition can be tested by moving the phrase. A preposition always goes
together with the following noun but not a verb.
For example,

∅

∅

4.2 Adverb and Preposition
In general, adverbs can be placed more freely than prepositions. There is no any strict rule for
discriminating the two categories. But with some noticeable use of a preposition with the
following noun, it is recommended to consider for a preposition at first, as to the criteria in 4.1.
For example,

4.3 Verb and Verbal Classifier
The classifiers, which are classified into the verbal classifier (CVBL) are the classifiers derived
from verbs or having the same lexical form as verbs. Classifiers are used in the very rigid
patterns as discussed in [7]. Most of the classifiers can be determined by checking with the
possible patterns which verbs cannot be conformed. For example,

4.4 Verb and Auxiliary
Verbs and auxiliaries can have the same lexical form in many cases. In Thai language, there are
mainly two types of auxiliary classified by their positions relating to the verb of the sentence. It
is possible to negate both verbs and auxiliaries therefore, it is recommended to tag as verb if
there is no other candidate for being the main verb of the sentence. For example,

4.5 Verb and Adverb
Verbs or adverbs sometimes make us confused, especially when such verbs and adverbs are in
the same lexical form. For example,

“ ” can be either a verb (VACT) or an adverb (ADVN). There is no problem in (14)
because there is no other verb in the sentence then “ ” must be the verb to make a sentence. In
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(12) and (13), there is a verb “ ”, and “ ” can better be interpreted as a modifier to the verb
to make the meaning concisely. For example, it is more concise to interpret (12) as “He walks
straight to school” by considering “ ” as an adverb rather than “He walks and directs to
school” by considering “ ” as a verb.

4.6 Nominalization
The process of forming a noun or a noun phrase from other POS frequently occurs in Thai
language. Word in Thai can be nominalized by adding a prefix “ ” or “ ” (FIXN) before a
root word. But it is often difficult to differentiate the case whether it is a nominalized noun or a
nominalized noun phrase. We, thus, proposed to consider the nominalized noun or noun phrase
as a composition of a prefix with the following noun or noun phrase. As a result, the
decompositional consideration of the nominalized noun always gives the consistent solution in
the interpretation. For example,

4.7 Noun and Classifier
In case that a common noun and its classifier have the same lexical form, we can easily get
confused because a noun and a classifier usually occur in the similar pattern. In this case, we use
the following testing templates of which a noun and its classifier may occur relating to some
types of determiner.
a) Noun
Classifier
DDAC
b) Noun
DDAN
c) Noun
DCNM Classifier
d) Classifier DONM
e) X
DDAC
[X is a classifier if it has a form of classifier else it is a noun.]
For example,
[

is a classifier because it can be either a noun or a classifier.]

[

is a noun because it can only be a noun.]

[

is a classifier because it can only be a classifier.]

4.8 Common Noun (NCMN) and Proper Noun (NPRP)
NCMN is a class of entity but not an individual while NPRP is a particular person, place,
organization, institution, painting or unique thing, and usually not to be referred to by its
meaning. There is no distinction in its lexical form between NCMN and NPRP, such as
beginning with a capital letter for a proper noun in English. We then, add the following remarks
for tagging a noun as NPRP.
a) Name of product
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b) Abbreviation name
c) Name of person, group of person, company
d) Geographical name, such as name of region, continent, country, province, etc.
e) Astronomical name
f) Chemical name
g) Scientific name
h) Name of artificial place
i) Name of language, race, religion, etc.
NPRP can occur with NCMN as in the following examples.

4.9 DCNM, DONM, NLBL, ADV in Ordinal and Quantitative Expression
DCNM and DONM are classified by the following test frames :a) NCMN
X
Classifier
b) NCMN
Classifier
X
If a cardinal number (a figure or a word) occurs between a noun and a classifier, it is
assigned as DCNM. If an ordinal number (a word or a figure preceding with “ ”) occurs after a
classifier, it is assigned as DONM. For example,

It is notable that sometimes the classifier between noun and the ordinal number (DONM)
can be omitted if it has the same lexical form as its noun. Besides the ordinal number can be
assigned as DONM, there is a set of ordinal expression which is assigned as DONM. The
ordinal expressions are
(one),
(one),
(first),
(last),
(first),
(middle) and
(last). For example,

However, the ordinal expression can function as an adverb since it modifies the verb.
The ordinal expressions in the following cases are all assigned as an adverb of the sentence. For
example,

4.10 Classifier Expression
Besides the general use of classifier in the construction of quantitative expression, relative
pronoun, demonstrative noun, etc. [7], we introduce a classifier to construct some types of verb
or noun modifier (adverb or adjective phrase). A classifier preceding a verb or a noun forms an
adverb or adjective phrase consequently. Followings are some examples of the construction. For
example,
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5. Conclusions
ORCHID is the very first project to build Thai POS tagged corpus. It is not limited to Thai
language and the POS tagged corpus. We plan to extend our technology to other similar
languages which share the similar language features and include other information to the corpus
such as syntactic tree bracketing, semantic information, etc. Based on the first created corpus,
we hope that we can study and know more about Thai language with the corpus based approach.
This paper revised the first version of Thai part-of-speech used in developing the multilingual machine translation system and applied it to the wider range of the real Thai text. It is not
finalized but it can somehow cover all parts of the text we have in hand at present. It is proved to
have the widest coverage for POS assignment. The POS confirmed by the real text is another
crucial target of the building of the ORCHID corpus.
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Appendix A. Thai Part-of-Speech as the Tagset for ORCHID
NOUN:- A word which is used to refer to people, animal, place, thing or abstraction.
The noun is subcategorized into 10 subcategories.
Proper noun (NPRP):- A noun which is the name of a particular person, place, or
thing. It is easy to get confused in distinguishing proper noun and common noun in Thai
language because there is no any distinguishable spelling such as using capital letter in English
language.
NPRP can be identified as,
a) Name of product
(Windows 95),
(Corona),
(Coke)
b) Abbreviation name
,
(NECTEC)
c) Name of person, group of person, company, etc.
d) Geographical name, such as name of region, continent, country, province, etc.
e) Astronomical name
(the sun),
(Milky way)
f) Chemical name
(protein),
(oxygen)
g) Scientific name
h) Name of artificial place
i) Name of language, race, religion, etc.
Cardinal number noun (NCNM):- A noun which is used to express number but is not
the one used in a quantitative expression. It can be written with a figure or with a word. For
example,
(one),
(two),
(three), 1, 2, 3.
Ordinal number noun (NONM):- A noun which is used to put thing in a numerical
order. It can be a figure or a word. For example,
(first),
(second),
(third), (1st),
(2nd), (3rd).
Label noun (NLBL):- A noun which is used to label an item. For example, 1, 2, 3, 4, ,
, a, b.
Common noun (NCMN):- A noun which is used to express the name of a person, place
or thing but in particular. For example,
(book),
(food),
(building), (person).
Title noun (NTTL):- A noun which is a descriptive or distinctive appellation. It is used
to show a person's rank, occupation, etc. For example, (Dr.),
(General).
PRONOUN:- A word which may replace a noun or noun phrase. The pronoun is
subcategorized into 6 subcategories.
Personal pronoun (PPRS):- A pronoun which represents a person. It is used to refer to
oneself, the people one is talking to, or the people or things one is talking about. For example,
(you), (he), (I).
Demonstrative pronoun (PDMN):- A pronoun which refers to something being either
near to or distant from the speaker. For example, (this), (that),
(there), (here).
Interrogative pronoun (PNTR):- A pronoun which is used to form a question. It refers
to the information that someone is asking about. For example,
(who),
(what),
(how).
Relative pronoun (PREL):- A pronoun which introduces a relative clause. For
example,
(which, that), (who).
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VERB:- A word which occurs as part of the predicate of a sentence, or which refers to
an action, state or attribute. The verb is subcategorized into 3 subcategories.
Active verb (VACT):- A verb which indicates an action of an entity. For example,
(work),
(sing), (eat).
Stative verb (VSTA):- A verb which refers to a state. The stative verb is not used in
progressive aspect. For example,
(see), (know), (be).
(fat),
Attributive verb (VATT):- A verb which refers to an attribute. For example,
(good),
(beautiful).
AUXILIARY:- A word which is used with a verb of a sentence indicating a
grammatical function such as aspect, voice, mood or tense. An auxiliary has a rather fixed
position relating to the verb of the sentence. The auxiliary is subcategorized into 5 subcategories.
Pre-verb auxiliary, before negator (XVBM):- An auxiliary which is used preceding a
verb and in the position preceding the negator “ ” (not) in a negative sentence. For example,
Pre-verb auxiliary, after negator (XVAM):- An auxiliary which is used preceding a
verb and in the position following the negator “ ” (not) in a negative sentence. For example,
Pre-verb auxiliary, before or after negator (XVMM):- An auxiliary which is used
preceding a verb and in the position either preceding or following the negator “ ” (not) in a
or
negative sentence. For example,
or
or
Pre-verb auxiliary in imperative mood (XVBB):- An auxiliary which is used
preceding a verb, usually in the initial position of an imperative sentence. It is used to show the
grammatical function of imperative mood. For example,
(please),
(don’t).
Post-verb auxiliary (XVAE):- An auxiliary which is used following a verb. For
or
example,
or
DETERMINER:- A word which is used with a noun restricting the meaning of the
noun in some way. The determiner is subcategorized into 9 subcategories.
Definite determiner: after a noun without a classifier in between (DDAN):- A
definite determiner which is used immediately after a noun and no classifier allowed in between.
For example, (this),
(that),
(all).
Definite determiner: allowing a classifier in between (DDAC):- A definite determiner
which follows a noun or a classifier. For example, (this), (that),
(over there).
Definite determiner: between a noun and a classifier, or preceding a quantitative
expression (DDBQ):- A definite determiner which is used between a noun and a classifier or,
preceding a quantitative expression. For example,
(all), (the other),
(only).
Definite determiner: following a quantitative expression (DDAQ):- A definite
determiner which is used after a quantitative expression. For example,
(quite right),
(exactly).
Indefinite determiner: following a noun and allowing a classifier in between
(DIAC):- An indefinite determiner which is used after a noun with or without a classifier in
between. For example,
(which), (other),
(several).
Indefinite determiner: between a noun and a classifier, or preceding a quantitative
expression (DIBQ):- An indefinite determiner which is used between a noun and a classifier or,
preceding a quantitative expression. For example,
(some),
(about),
(almost).
Indefinite determiner: following a quantitative expression (DIAQ):- An indefinite
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determiner which is used following a quantitative expression. For example,
(over),
(more).
Determiner: cardinal number expression (DCNM):- A determiner which is a cardinal
number used in quantitative expression. It can be a figure or a word. For example,
Determiner: ordinal number expression (DONM):- A determiner which is an ordinal
number used to express the order. For example,
(first),
(second),
(last).
ADVERB:- A word which describes or modifies to the meaning of a verb, another
adverb or a sentence. The adverb is subcategorized into 4 subcategories.
Adverb with a normal form (ADVN):- An adverb which is used in the base form and
is not in the form of repetition or is not derived from a verb by adding an adverbial prefix “ ”
or “ ”. For example, (smartly), (quickly), (slowly),
(always).
Adverb with an iterative form (ADVI):- An adverb which is used in an iterative form
by combining with “ ”. For example,
(quickly),
(always),
(slowly).
Adverb with an prefixed form (ADVP):- An adverb which is derived from a verb by
adding a prefix such as “ ” or “ ”. For example,
(quickly).
Sentential adverb (ADVS):- An adverb which shows the speaker's attitude to or
evaluation of what is said in the rest of the sentence. It is usually placed at the beginning of the
sentence, but some are also used in other position. For example,
(generally),
(normally).
CLASSIFIER:- A word which is used with a noun showing the sub-class to which a
noun belongs. It is originally used to express the unit of a noun in counting. The classifier is
subcategorized into 5 subcategories.
Unit classifier (CNIT):- A classifier which represents an individual thing, animal or
person. For example, (a classifier for animals or furniture), (a classifier for human beings),
(a classifier for books).
Collective classifier (CLTV):- A classifier which is used to represent a set, group, class
or type of thing, animal or person. For example, (pair),
(group), (flock),
(type).
Measurement classifier (CMTR):- A classifier which is used to represent the
measuring unit of a noun. For example,
(kilogram),
(glass),
(hour).
Frequency classifier (CFQC):- A classifier which is used to represent the frequency of
a noun. For example,
(time).
Verbal classifier (CVBL):- A classifier which derives from a verb to represent the unit
of a noun. For example,
(a classifier for a thing resulted from rolling),
(a classifier for a
thing resulted from tying).
CONJUNCTION:- A word which joins words, phrases, or clauses together. The
conjunction is subcategorized into 3 subcategories.
Coordinating conjunction (JCRG):- A conjunction which joins linguistic units which
are equivalent or of the same rank. For example,
(and),
(or), (but).
Comparative conjunction (JCMP):- A conjunction which joins a standard to which
someone or something is referred and an independent clause. For example,
(than),
(equally).
Subordinate conjunction (JSBR):- A conjunction which joins an independent clause
and a dependent clause (a clause which must be used with other clause to form a complete
grammatical structure). It is usually used to indicate time, condition, purpose, reason, result,
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concession, or place of an event. For example,
(if).

(because),

(that),

(even if),

PREPOSITION:- A word which is used preceding a noun or a pronoun to link it
grammatically to other word or phrase.
Preposition (RPRE):- A word which is used preceding a noun, a pronoun, or other
substantive to form a phrase functioning as a modifier of a verb, or a noun and that typically
expresses a spatial, temporal and so on. For example,
(from), (each),
(of), (under),
(on).
INTERJECTION
Interjection (INT):- A word which indicates an emotional state or attitude such as
delight, surprise, shock, and disgust, but has no referential meaning. For example,

PREFIX:- A word which is added to the beginning of a word changing the meaning or
function of the word. The prefix is subcategorized into 2 subcategories.
Nominal prefix (FIXN):- A word which is added to the beginning of a verb (or a verb
phrase) changing the function of the verb (or the verb phrase) to be a noun (or a noun phrase).
There are 2 words in this category, “ ” and “ ”. For example,
(working),
(amusement).
Adverbial prefix (FIXV):- A word which is added to the beginning of a verb (or a verb
phrase) changing the function of the verb (or the verb phrase) to be an adverb (or an adverb
phrase). There is 1 word in this category, “ ”. For example,
(quickly).
SENTENCE PARTICLE
Ending for affirmative sentence (EAFF):- A word which is added to the end of a
sentence to indicate the mood of an utterance, such as affirmation, interrogation, imperative,
persuasion, threatening and so on. It also gives the information about seniority, familiarity, and
social status which is the relation between the speaker and the listener. For example,
.
Ending for interrogative sentence particle (EITT):- A word which is added to the end
of a sentence to indicate the mood of interrogative, and yes-no question. It can be used either
with or without an interrogative pronoun. For example,
(yes or no).
NEGATOR
Negator (NEG):- A word which is used to negate a sentence. For example,
(not).
PUNCTUATION
Punctuation (PUNC):- A mark or a sign (such as an opening/closing bracket,
opening/closing quote, comma, colon, semicolon, dash, exclamation mark, period, and question
marker). For example, (, ), “, ,, ;.
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